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A prophecy. A deadly enemy. A young girl’s fight to save the Book of ShadowA prophecy. A deadly enemy. A young girl’s fight to save the Book of Shadow
and Light.and Light.

Follow Flynn on her magical journey as she struggles to fulfill an ancient prophecy, fights for the future of her

people, and finds an unlikely love that defies all odds. This box set includes: An Average Curse; Key to the Journey;

The Shadow Calls; & Taken by the Shadow. Over 600 pages of historical fantasy, magical adventure, deadly enemies,

and unbreakable friendships that readers have called, “a truly a wonderful read for all ages!" Don't miss out on this

epic series! Sure to please YA and adult readers alike.

Buy “The Chronicles of Hawthorn” to begin your adventure today!Buy “The Chronicles of Hawthorn” to begin your adventure today!

Book 1: An Average CurseBook 1: An Average Curse

Her world is in peril. Magick is her only hope. As of this morning, she still can't cast a single spell.
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Book 2: Key to the JourneyBook 2: Key to the Journey

Maybe the gift Flynn hoped for is a curse after all . . .

Book 3: The Shadow CallsBook 3: The Shadow Calls

Dark thoughts plague her visualizations and an insidious power creeps through her veins.

Book 4: Taken by the ShadowBook 4: Taken by the Shadow

Captive. Heartbroken. Sentenced to death.

Interview with the AuthorInterview with the Author

Q - So, what makes The Chronicles of Hawthorn series special?Q - So, what makes The Chronicles of Hawthorn series special?

A - It's actually a mix of things. When I chose to write these books, I wanted to create a diverse story that reminded

me of the kind of fantasy, magic, and adventure books I like to read. My top picks are usually epic fantasy novels, any

of the witch and wizard best sellers, and, of course, books featuring magic, spells, and potions with a dash of humor.

The Chronicles of Hawthorn books are a great mix of these genres. You'll find the series focuses on the magic and

adventure / young adult fantasy genre overall, with a pinch of historical fiction thrown in for good measure, and an

adventurous take on magic and friendships to keep things interesting!

Overall, The Chronicles of Hawthorn series is designed with short, punchy chapters to keep you turning the pages -

and I've made sure you’ll want to know what happens next.

Q - What order should I read the books in?Q - What order should I read the books in?

A - If you want to read them in order and follow the Flynn’s story as it builds, I'd suggest the following sequence:

- The Courage of Kahu (Series Prequel, novella)

- An Average Curse (Book 1)

- Key to the Journey (Book 2)

- The Shadow Calls (Book 3)
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- Taken by the Shadow (Book 4)

- The Prisoner of Light (Book 5)

- Secrets of Kabara (Book 6)

- Daughter of Shadow (Book 7, May 2018)

Q - So, why should readers give these books a try?Q - So, why should readers give these books a try?

A - Because The Chronicles of Hawthorn series is a historical fantasy series that features adventure, female

characters and nature based magic! Book one hit the top 100 bestsellers list on Kindle for Teen & Young Adult >

Science Fiction & Fantasy > Fantasy > Wizards & Witches, and Taken by the Shadow was nominated for Cover of the

Month on All Authors.

At the end of the day, readers who enjoy historical fantasy with a plot that features two best friends and a rich cast of

supporting characters will get a fantastic adventure out of this series.

Q - Can readers get the whole series in one bundle?Q - Can readers get the whole series in one bundle?

A - Of course. I put together a bundle for readers who would like to read the entire series and save a little cash, too.

Check out my author page here at Amazon for more details, and a full list of my available titles.

And thank you for reading!

The Chronicles of Hawthorn Series eBook Categories:The Chronicles of Hawthorn Series eBook Categories:

- Witches and Wizards

- Teen and Young Adult

- Science Fiction and Fantasy Series

- Teen and Young Adult Novels

- Historical Fantasy Series

- YA Fantasy Books

- YA Witches Ser
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